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ACCIDENT REPORT ON SCHEDULED AIR TRANSPORT
OPERATIONS FOR THE LAST SIX MONTHS OF 1932

There were 48 accidents in 26 ,264 ,- | the causes were undetermined or
553 miles of flying by scheduled air doubtful . Further information as to
transport operators during the last six causes of accidents is presented in
months of 1932, according to the semi Table A , which shows causes in pas
annual report of civil aircraft acci senger accidents , nonpassenger acci
dents in scheduled air transport opera dents , and totals for all scheduled serv
tions covering that period which is iees .
published herewith . Miles flown per In a study of the injuries and fatali
accident amounted to 547 , 178 . Six ties occurring in scheduled air line
accidents involved passenger or pilot | accidents during the second half of
fatalities . Miles flown per fatal acci 1932 it was found that 16 persons suf
dent were 4,377 ,425 . fered minor injuries , 8 were severely
In the last half of 1931 the air lines injured and 18 lost their lives . The
flew 27 ,195 ,062 miles with 65 acci latter included 9 passengers , 5 pilots
dents , including 9 which involved pilot and 2 copilots who died in aircraft
or passenger fatalities . Miles flown accidents or as a result of injuries suf
per accident in that period were 418 , fered in aircraft accidents . In all ,
386 . there were 176 persons involved in
Causes of the 47 accidents occurring scheduled air transport accidents , of
during the last half of 1932 were whom 134 received no injuries what
divided as follows : Personnel errors , ever . A total of 291,727 passengers
15.95 per cent ; power -plant failures , was carried during the period .
23.41 per cent ; airplane failures , 24 .47 Detailed information on scheduled
per cent ; miscellaneous (this classi air transport accidents is set forth
fication including weather , darkness , in the pages following in tabulations
and airport and terrain ) , 34.04 per showing causes of accidents ; vital
cent . In 2.13 per cent of the accidents | statistics and results of accidents ;
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REMOTE CONTROL ADOPTED FOR AIRWAYS RADIO STATIONS

The remote -control method of opera - The airman who makes use in flight
tion has been adopted by the Aero - of the radio services will receive
nautics Branch for radio communica | weather broadcasts and radio direc
tion stations and radio range beacons tional signals in the customary manner
at about 70 locations . Transmitters and the transmission of some types of
for the radio facilities involved are information will be expedited . For
located 1 to 15 miles from airports . example , emergency messages with ref
Radio operators , under the new ar erence to such matters as local weath
rangement , will be stationed at the air er or conditions of the airport ' s land
ports , making broadcasts and control ing area , may be broadcast more
ling equipment by the use of telephone promptly when they do not have to be
circuits . The central stations also will relayed from the airport to a radio
house the teletypewriter equipment station at another point , and then
used for receipt and dispatch of transmitted .
weather information , including weath
er -map transmissions and messages EQUIPMENT AT CONTROL POINTnecessary to the safety of flight and
for communications dealing with the Standard equipment for an airport
work of the Federal Airways system . control station will include a machine
An installation of this type now is in switching apparatus operated by a
operation at St . Louis , Mo., and the telephone dial; a monitoring system
others will be established during the showing the operator which transmit
next few months . At St. Louis the ters are in operation ; a radio receiver
radio communication station and radio giving both visual and aural indicarange beacon are located in separate tions of the quality of broadcast sig .
buildings, about 1,300 feet from each nals and operation of the radio range ;
other , and approximately a mile from speech input equipment which ampli
the Lambert - St. Louis Airport. The fies the microphone energy so that it
operators stand their watches in a

can be transmitted over a telephonebuilding on the airport . wire to the broadcast transmitter ; a
Some of the stations to be equipped high - frequency receiver for reception
for remote control , like the one at of communications from aircraft in
St. Louis , have communication and flight ; and batteries , charging equip
radio range beacon transmitters in ment, and line equalizers . This equipseparate buildings . In other cases the

ment is mounted on standard rackstwo facilities are in a single building , and inclosed within a sound -proof cab
located at some distance away from inet. Sound -proofing is required tothe airport . prevent noises in the station and those
It is necessary to have the trans
mitters at some distance from the air

coming from the airport landing area
from interfering with transmission .terminal so that the antenna towers

will not be a hazard to landing opera In addition , the station is connected

tions at the airport . On the other with a
teletypewriter circuit and has

hand many advantages are offered one or more machines for
reception of

by central control of facilities from the hourly weather sequences and mes
airport . Better coordination with air sages . The station is also a recep

men and air transport operators is tion point for the teletypewriter maps ,

obtained . Weather information is and therefore is equipped with a page

made available promptly and in a con type machine and duplicating appa

venient form at the airports and more ratus for making copies of weather
frequent contacts between airways di maps.
vision personnel and pilots are possi At the radio communication station
ble , with the result that more informa remote -control equipment consists of a
tion is sought and given . Also , machine switch , secondary relays , a
weather maps , now transmitted six control transmitter , and an amplifier

times daily over teletypewriter cir to increase the energy from the tele

cuits , will be obtainable immediately phone line to modulate the broadcast
at the flying fields , where they are transmitter . If the radio range beacon
needed , without resort to messenger is in a building apart from the com
service . At the same time, centraliza munication station , it is provided with
tion of control will promote efficiency | a machine switch and accompanying
and reduce the cost of operation and equipment . Where the two transmit
maintenance of these air navigation ters are in one building , one machine
facilities . switch serves for both .
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The radio operator in charge is re - | broadcast , but without its signals ac
sponsible for all equipment and visits tually being transmitted . However , it
the communication and range trans- | is necessary that a means of switching
mitters at least twice each day for it on and off be available at the con
routine inspections, and is prepared to trol station .
make a trip at such times as the equip
ment needs attention . The crew CLOCK CONTROL OF RADIO RANGE BEACON
stands all watches and operates all of
the equipment from the central control Another dial signal used in connec
station , carrying out all functions by tion with the radio range beacon gives
means of the telephone circuits and assurance that the range will be in
dial -system controls . continuous operation between weather

broadcasts under all conditions , by
DIALING OPERATIONS POSSIBLE providing a means of counteracting an

automatic feature of the range . Many
Eighteen different operations can be radio ranges are provided with a clock
carried on from the airport station mechanism which automatically takes
by dialing , and if other functions later the signals o

ff the air at the time a

are found to be necessary these can weather broadcast is scheduled and
be arranged for also , as the machine puts them back o

n when the time alswitching apparatus used has a capac lotted for broadcasting has expired ,

ity of 100 functions . Each function is This automatic feature has been proaccomplished by dialing two digits . vided to make certain that the range
Use of the dial signals is illustrated will shut down for the weather broadby the procedure followed a

t

the time cast and resume it
s operation after

of a regular weather broadcast . ward , even if some emergency preShortly before he is to go on the air , vents its control from the airport sta
the operator dials a number which tion . However , if the weather broad
starts the radio communication trans cast is delayed for a minute o

r two
mitter , warming the tubes and putting past the scheduled time , the operator

it into readiness for use . At the exact will dial a number overriding the ac
time scheduled for the broadcast the tion of the clock and keeping the rangeoperator dials another number which in operation . Or , if the broadcast is

cuts the radio range of the air , but completed ahead of schedule the samewithout shutting down its equipment , number is dialed to counteract the
and the communications transmitter is clock and permit the range to g

o

o
n

then ready for broadcasting . After the air immediately .concluding his scheduled broadcast he
Some radio stations are providedoperates a switch which takes the with high -frequencycommunication station o

f

the air and
radiotelephone

permits resumption o
f

the radio range transmitters for
point - to -point com

munication where teletypewriter cirsignals . As the radio range beacon
equipment has continued in operation , cuits are not available . Two dial num

it begins transmitting immediately . A bers serve for
turning this transmitter

o
n and off .

fourth number shuts down the trans Also , in certain cases ,

mitter o
f

the radio communication sta
high -frequency radiotelegraph trans

tion . mitters are employed for a similar
Three numbers are provided for op

purpose , and two dial numbers are
eration o

f

the auxiliary broadcasting provided for operation o
f

this equip

transmitter which is available for com ment .

munication with aircraft o
n another The operators also are able to con

frequency , and also a
s stand -by equip trol the red obstruction lights which

ment for the weather broadcasts . One mark the radio towers at the trans
number starts the auxiliary trans mitting stations at night . Dialing o

f

mitter so that the tubes will become one number switches these lights o
n

warm and make it ready and another and another cuts them off .

puts it on the air . Operation o
f
a

Finally , the dial serves the familiar
switch takes the auxiliary transmitter purpose o

f ringing a telephone a
t
a

off the air and one number shuts it radio transmitting station , at the
down . building housing the radio range bea
Control o
f

the rotating equipment con , o
r at the control station . Three

a
t

the radio range transmitter is exer numbers provide for selective ringing .

cised by means o
f

two numbers , one A constant check o
n the output o
f

o
f

which starts the equipment and the the two transmitters is maintained at
other stops it . As pointed out here the control station by means of moni
tofore , the radio range ordinarily re toring apparatus and radio receiver
mains in operation even during a which comprise a part o

f

the stand
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ard equipment . The monitoring sys- | phones , or he may make this check
tem merely gives an indication that by glancing at the needle on the dial
the range is on the air , or that the of a meter . When he is delivering a
communication station is transmitting . weather broadcast he may listen to its
For determining quality of broadcasts , transmission in his ear phones ( a loud
the operator depends upon the radio speaker would cause interference in
receiver . He may listen to the range bis microphone ), or he may watch
signals with a loud -speaker or ear | the meter dial .

GENERAL AERONAUTIC DEVELOPMENTS

POSITION LIGHT COLORS TO BE | filters of denser color must be ground
STANDARDIZED and polished step by step until the

correct color is obtained . The trans
The Air Corps of the War Depart mission of the reference standard is
ment and the Bureau of Aeronautics then carefully measured by a number
of the Navy Department are cooperat of observers so that it can be used as
ing with the Aeronautics Branch in a a standard for measuring the trans
movement to bring about greater uni mission of other glassware . The re
formity in the red and green colors search division of the Aeronautics
used for aircraft position lights. The Branch is carrying out this work in
program involves three steps - the collaboration with the Bureau of
preparation of suitable specifications Standards.
for the colored glassware , the selec
tion and measurement of the standard COMMITTEE ON AIRPORT TRAF .
filters to represent the color limits , and FIC CONTROL COMPLETES
the provision of the photometers re EXHAUSTIVE STUDY AND
quired to test the glassware for con RENDERS REPORT
formity with the limits .
Definitions controlling the colors of A comprehensive report embodying
position lights have been published by a nation -wide study of the problems
the Aeronautics Branch in the Aero involved in controlling aerial traffic at
nautics Bulletin 7 - F . These defini airports has been made to the Aero
tions , which are a part of the air nautics Branch by the Committee on
worthiness requirements for such Airport Traffic Control of the Depart
lights, follow : ment of Commerce , which was organ

ized in the fall of 1929 to make an inLeft -wing lights shall be aviation red
having a dominant wave length of not less tensive inquiry into all phases of this
than 0.613 microns and 1.00 purity . Right subject . The committee rendered awing lights shall be aviation green having preliminary report in December , 1930 .a dominant wave length not greater than
0.530 microns and purity not less than 0.42. Under the chairmanship of Harry

When colored glass is used to obtain
H . Blee, director of aeronautic devel

colored light the resulting color is
opment of the Department of Com
merce , the committee was assisted byprincipally controlled by the color of subcommittees organized in coopera

the glass , but it is also somewhat tion with the American Engineering
affected by the color of the light Council at 28 cities throughout the
source . In preparing standards for United States . Excerpts from the re
color limits and specifications to con ports of a number of these subcomtrol the color of glassware , it is neces
sary to take this into account . For mittees are included in the document .
lamps to be used with standard filters , The

report said :

the color is usually defined by the • At airports where traffic movements are
“ color temperature .” The present pri Infrequent or sufficiently spaced , experience has demonstrated that the Uniformmary standards of aviation red and Field Rules ( suggested by the Department
green have been selected for use with of Commerce for adoption by airports ),

lamps of " color temperature " 2,360°
supplementing the Federal Air Traffic Rules ,
are sufficient to preserve order in the trafic

Kelvin . Such lamps have about the flow . However , traffic densities at many
same color as the ordinary vacuum of our airports have already reached a
tungsten lamps . point where definite control , involving sig .naling equipment of various types and &Copies of the primary standard file carefully thought -out plan of traffic flow
ters are now being prepared for the is necessary . With the continued develop
use of the Air Corps and Bureau of ment of air transportation and the con

Aeronautics inspectors . When filters
sequent multiplication of traffic densities ,
the need for such control will be still more

of the required color are not available 1 pronounced .


